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Motivation: ALPs
• Axion-like particles (ALPs) are hypothetical pseudoscalars found in many proposed 

extensions to the Standard Model (SM):

• strong CP problem

• hierarchy problem

• a portal connecting SM and dark matter


• ALP couplings to the SM gauge bosons are highly suppressed at low energies by a large cut-
off scale .


• Recent model building efforts have led to considerable interest for ALPs with masses in the 
MeV-to-GeV scale, relevant for accelerator-based experiments


• e.g. Hook et al. introduces a strongly-coupled mirror sector => solving the strong CP 
problem while evading the axion quality problem at the same time

Λ
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We present a novel data-driven method for determining the hadronic interaction strengths of
axion-like particles (ALPs) with QCD-scale masses. Using our method, it is possible to calculate
the hadronic production and decay rates of ALPs, along with many of the largest ALP decay rates to
exclusive final states. To illustrate the impact on QCD-scale ALP phenomenology, we consider the
scenario where the ALP-gluon coupling is dominant over the ALP coupling to photons, electroweak
bosons, and all fermions for m⇡ . ma . 3GeV. We emphasize, however, that our method can easily
be generalized to any set of ALP couplings to SM particles. Finally, using the approach developed
here, we provide calculations for the branching fractions of ⌘c ! V V decays, i.e. ⌘c decays into two
vector mesons, which are consistent with the known experimental values.

Axion-like particles (ALPs) are hypothetical pseu-
doscalars whose couplings to the gauge bosons of the
Standard Model (SM)—the gluons, photons, and elec-
troweak bosons—are highly suppressed at low energies by
a large cut-o↵ scale ⇤. ALPs are found in many proposed
extensions to the SM (see Refs.[1–4]), since they natu-
rally address such puzzles as the Strong CP [5–8] and
Hierarchy problems [9]. Moreover, ALPs may explain
the long-standing anomaly with the magnetic moment of
the muon [10], and could provide a portal connecting SM
particles to dark matter [11–14].

ALPs are pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone bosons, and there-
fore, their masses, ma, are expected to be ma ⌧ ⇤. Re-
cently, MeV-to-GeV scale, henceforth QCD-scale, ALPs
have received considerable interest [15–25]; however, the
phenomenological impact of ALP-gluon interactions is
not well understood for QCD-scale ALPs. The e↵ective
Lagrangian describing such interactions is

L � �
4⇡↵scg

⇤
aGµ⌫G̃µ⌫ , (1)

where cg is the dimensionless agg vertex coupling con-
stant and G̃µ⌫ ⌘

1
2✏µ⌫↵�G

↵� .
In this Letter, we present a novel data-driven method

for determining the hadronic interaction strengths of
QCD-scale ALPs. Using our method, it is possible to cal-
culate the hadronic production and decay rates of ALPs,
along with many of the largest ALP decay branching frac-
tions to exclusive final states. To illustrate the impact on
QCD-scale ALP phenomenology of cg 6= 0, we consider

cg � c� , cEW, cf , (2)

for m⇡ . ma . 3GeV; i.e. the scenario where the
ALP-gluon coupling is dominant over the ALP cou-
pling to photons (c�), electroweak bosons (cEW), and all
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fermions (cf ). We emphasize, however, that our method
can easily be generalized to any ALP couplings to SM
particles. The impact of ALP couplings to photons, elec-
troweak bosons, leptons, and heavy quarks is known [26],
while additional direct couplings to light quarks are eas-
ily handled within our framework (see the Supplemental
Material to this Letter).
We begin by noting that ALP-lepton couplings arise

at the 3-loop order in this scenario, and therefore, are
neglected throughout. ALP couplings to quarks are gen-
erated by the ALP-gluon interactions. Similarly, ALP-
photon interactions are also generated by ALP-gluon in-
teractions, though these are suppressed by O(↵2

EM).
For low masses, ALP-gluon interactions can be stud-

ied using chiral perturbation theory (�PT), while for
ma � ⇤QCD perturbative QCD (pQCD) can be em-
ployed. However, no reliable calculations are available
for most QCD-scale masses. Furthermore, pQCD only
predicts the total hadronic decay rate. It does not in-
form experimenters which decays to look for, or how to
determine the sensitivity of any exclusive decays.
Since a ! ⇡⇡ and a ! ⇡0� are forbidden by CP and

C, respectively, the dominant hadronic decays for low-
mass ALPs will be a ! 3⇡0 and a ! ⇡+⇡�⇡0, even
though they violate isospin, along with a ! ⇡+⇡��,
which is suppressed by a factor of ↵EM [27]. The de-
cay rates are similar for both 3⇡ modes and to leading
order (LO) in �PT are [26]

�a!3⇡ ⇡
⇡mam4

⇡c
2
g�

2
I

⇤2f2
⇡

K3⇡

✓
m2

⇡

m2
a

◆
for ma . 1GeV, (3)

where �I ⌘ (md � mu)/(md + mu) ⇡ 1/3 is the isospin
violation induced by mu 6= md and K3⇡ contains the
final-state kinematic factors (see Supplemental Material).
In the pQCD regime, the total rate to hadrons is �a!gg,
which at one-loop order is [28]

�a!gg ⇡
32⇡↵2

sc
2
gm

3
a

⇤2


1+

83↵s

4⇡

�
for ma�⇤QCD. (4)
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Motivation: GeV-scale ALPs

• The phenomenology of ALP-gluon coupling for GeV-scale ALP is dominated by hadronic 
interactions and needed to be understood.


• A novel data-driven approach was proposed to determine the hadronic interaction strengths 
for GeV-scale ALPs [1] (cf. D. Aloni's talk in this workshop)


• The phenomenology of the photoproduction of GeV-scale ALPs was explored in the context 
of PrimEx (for ALP-photon coupling) and GlueX (for ALP-gluon coupling) [2] (cf. D. Aloni’s talk 
in this workshop)


• This model was selected by the Physics Beyond Collider study at CERN as one of its primary 
benchmark models [1901.09966].
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Phenomenology of GeV-scale ALPs

5

• ALPs mix with the SM pseudoscalars (e.g., , , ) and 
decay in similar modes

• GlueX can set world-leading limits in ALP-gluon coupling 
strengths in certain regions of ALP masses  1GeV

• The magenta limit is set in [2] using results from the first 
GlueX published paper [3]

π0 η η′ 

≲

5

• �a (total hadronic width): We take �a = �a!gg for
ma & 1.84GeV, while for lower masses, the sum of all
exclusive modes is used for �a. At ma ' 1.84GeV we
find �a!gg ⇡

P
i=exc.

�i.

The decay branching fractions are summarized in Fig. 3.
The unaccounted for branching fraction is also shown,
and is substantial for ma & 2GeV. This includes decays
such as a ! AA, i.e. two axial-vector mesons, which
should be comparable to a ! V V above about 2.5GeV,
and many decay paths that involve excited resonances,
rescatterings, etc. For example B(⌘c ! 6⇡) ⇡ 20% so
we expect ALP decays to many-body final states to be
at about the same rate. We stress that unaccounted for
decay modes should only be important for ALP masses
where �a ⇡ �a!gg; therefore, our predictions for the
total hadronic width—and the ALP lifetime—should not
be a↵ected by unaccounted for decays.

When evaluating the constraints on this model, we fo-
cus on the m⇡ < ma < 3GeV region, where our work
has the biggest impact. Constraints where fa . 3f⇡ are
omitted, e.g., bounds from radiative J/ decays, since
we assumed f⇡ ⌧ fa when deriving a. Details on all
calculations are provided in the Supplemental Material,
while in Fig. 4 and below we summarize the constraints.

• We recast existing limits on the a�� vertex from
LEP [20, 47] and beam-dump experiments [48–50] using
our B(a ! ��) result and our a ! �� calculation to
relate the a�� interaction strength to fa. In Ref. [51],
we derive new constraints using �p ! pa(��) data from
GlueX [52].

• We derive new constraints from � ! �a(⇡⇡�, ⌘⇡0⇡0)
and ⌘0 ! ⇡+⇡�a(⇡+⇡�⇡0). We are not aware of any
bump hunts here, and instead assume that the entire
known branching fractions to these final states [43] are
due to ALPs. Clearly dedicated searches would be much
more sensitive.

• We derive new constraints from b ! sa penguin
decays. At one loop, the agg vertex generates an
axial-vector att coupling [26] resulting in enhanced
rates for B ! K(⇤)a decays [53–56]. The loop con-
tains a UV-dependent factor [57] schematically given by
⇡ [log⇤2

UV/m
2
t ±O(1)], which we take to be unity (cor-

responding to an O(TeV) UV scale). This induces O(1)
arbitrariness on the following constraints:

? The published m⌘⇡⇡ spectrum of Ref. [58] is used
to constrain B(B±

! K±a) ⇥ B(a ! ⌘⇡+⇡�) for
ma < 1.5GeV, excluding the ⌘0 peak region.

? The published mK⇤K spectrum of Ref. [58] is used
to constrain B(B±

! K±a) ⇥ B(a ! K±KS⇡⌥) for
0.85 < mK⇡ < 0.95GeV and ma < 1.8GeV.

? The known value of B(B0
! K0��) [59] is used to con-

strain B(B0
! K0a) ⇥ B(a ! ��) assuming the entire

decay rate is due to ALPs.

? The known value of B(B±
! K±!(3⇡)) is used to

constrain B(B±
! K±a) ⇥ B(a ! ⇡+⇡�⇡0) for

1 2 3
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c g
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±O(1) ) 1
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FIG. 4: Constraints on the ALP-gluon coupling.

0.73 < ma < 0.83GeV, which is the 3⇡ mass window
shown in Ref. [60], assuming the entire decay rate is
due to ALPs.

? Since the ALPs considered here are not massive enough
to decay into charm hadrons, the observed inclu-
sive b ! c branching fraction [43] is used to place
an upper limit on the inclusive b ! sa rate of
B(b ! sa) < [1� B(b ! c)].

• Similarly, we recast existing limits on ALP–W/Z cou-
plings from Ref. [19] using the s ! d penguin decays
K±

! ⇡±�� [61] and KL ! ⇡0�� [62] and the same UV-
completion assumptions.

Over much of the considered mass range the constraints
on ⇤ are below a TeV. We stress that many of these
constraints would be much stronger if dedicated searches
were performed, e.g., searches for B ! K(⇤)a with
a ! ��, 3⇡, ⌘⇡⇡, KK⇡, ⇢⇢, etc. would be incredibly
powerful probes of QCD-scale ALPs—and could be per-
formed with data already collected by LHCb.

In summary, we presented a novel data-driven method
for determining the hadronic interaction strengths of
ALPs with QCD-scale masses. Our method makes it
possible to calculate the hadronic production and decay
rates of ALPs, along with many of the largest ALP de-
cay branching fractions to exclusive final states. To illus-
trate the impact on QCD-scale ALP phenomenology, we
considered the scenario where the ALP-gluon coupling
is dominant over the ALP coupling to photons, elec-
troweak bosons, and all fermions, but emphasized that
our method is easily generalized to any set of ALP cou-
plings to SM particles. We showed that the constraints
on this type of ALP are weak, though we also highlighted
some promising searches that could provide improved
sensitivity to QCD-scale ALPs, e.g. at LHCb. Finally,
our work determined the relationship between the ALP
lifetime and its gluonic coupling, which is vital for study-
ing the sensitivity of long-lived particle experiments [63].

though these data-driven tests suggest that the uncertainties
are small. (These predictions could be improved with a better
experimental understanding of the excited !! states).
(6) !a!gg: The next-to-LO PQCD calculation of Eq. (4)

derived in Ref. [26] is adopted here.
(7) !a (total hadronic width): We take !a " !a!gg for

ma ! 1.84 GeV, while for lower masses, the sum of all
exclusive modes is used for !a. At ma ! 1.84 GeV we
find !a!gg "

P
i"exc !i.

The decay branching fractions are summarized in Fig. 3.
The unaccounted for branching fraction is also shown, and
is substantial forma ! 2 GeV. This includes decays such as
a ! AA, i.e., two axial-vector mesons, which should be
comparable to a ! VV above about 2.5 GeV, and many
decay paths that involve excited resonances, rescatterings,
etc. For example B#!c ! 6"$ " 20% so we expect ALP
decays to many-body final states to be at about the same
rate. We stress that unaccounted for decay modes should
only be important for ALP masses where !a " !a!gg;
therefore, our predictions for the total hadronic width—
and the ALP lifetime—should not be affected by unac-
counted for decays.
When evaluating the constraints on this model, we focus

on the m" < ma < 3 GeV region, where our work has the
biggest impact. Constraints where fa " 3f" are omitted,
e.g., bounds from radiative J=# decays, since we assumed
f" # fa when deriving a. Details on all calculations are
provided in the Supplemental Material [27], while in Fig. 4
and below we summarize the constraints.
(1) We recast existing limits on the a$$ vertex from LEP

[20,49] and beam-dump experiments [50–52] using our
B#a ! $$$ result and our a ! $$ calculation to relate the
a$$ interaction strength to fa. In Ref. [53], we derive new
constraints using $p ! pa#$$$ data from GLUEX [54].
(2) We derive new constraints from % ! $a#""$; !"0"0$

and !0 ! "%"$a#"%"$"0$. We are not aware of any bump
hunts here, and instead assume that the entire known
branching fractions to these final states [44] are due to

ALPs. Clearly dedicated searches would be much more
sensitive.
(3) We derive new constraints from b ! sa penguin

decays. At one loop, the aggvertex generates an axial-vector
att coupling [26] resulting in enhanced rates for B ! K#!$a
decays [55–58]. The loop contains a UV-dependent factor
[59] schematically given by "&log"2

UV=m
2
t 'O#1$(, which

we take to be unity [corresponding to anO#TeV$UV scale].
This inducesO#1$ arbitrariness on the following constraints:
(i) The published m!"" spectrum of Ref. [60] is used to

constrainB#B'!K'a$!B#a!!"%"$$ forma < 1.5 GeV,
excluding the !0 peak region.
(ii) The published mK!K spectrum of Ref. [60] is used to

constrain B#B' ! K'a$ ! B#a ! K'KS"#$ for 0.85 <
mK" < 0.95 GeV and ma < 1.8 GeV.
(iii) The known value of B#B0 ! K0%%$ [61] is used to

constrain B#B0 ! K0a$ ! B#a ! %%$ assuming the entire
decay rate is due to ALPs.
(iv) The known value of B#B' ! K'&#3"$$ is used to

constrain B#B' ! K'a$ ! B#a ! "%"$"0$ for 0.73 <
ma < 0.83 GeV, which is the 3" mass window shown in
Ref. [62], assuming the entire decay rate is due to ALPs.
(v) Since the ALPs considered here are not massive

enough to decay into charm hadrons, the observed
inclusive b ! c branching fraction [44] is used to
place an upper limit on the inclusive b ! sa rate
of B#b ! sa$ < &1 $ B#b ! c$(.
(4) Similarly, we recast existing limits on ALP $W=Z

couplings from Ref. [19] using the s ! d penguin decays
K' ! "'$$ [63] and KL ! "0$$ [64] and the same UV-
completion assumptions.
Over much of the considered mass range the constraints

on " are below a TeV. We stress that many of these
constraints would be much stronger if dedicated searches
were performed, e.g., searches for B ! K#!$a with
a ! $$; 3"; !""; KK̄"; '', etc. would be incredibly power-
ful probes of QCD-scale ALPs—and could be performed
with data already collected by LHCb.
In summary, we presented a novel data-driven method

for determining the hadronic interaction strengths of ALPs

1 2 3
7!10

6!10

5!10

4!10

3!10

2!10

1!10

1

FIG. 3. ALP decay branching fractions to all final states
considered; decay widths are given in the Supplemental
Material [27].
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FIG. 4. Constraints on the ALP-gluon coupling.
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We explore the sensitivity of photon-beam experiments to axion-like particles (ALPs) with QCD-
scale masses whose dominant coupling to the Standard Model is either to photons or gluons. We
introduce a novel data-driven method that eliminates the need for knowledge of nuclear form factors
or the photon-beam flux when considering coherent Primako↵ production o↵ a nuclear target, and
show that data collected by the PrimEx experiment could substantially improve the sensitivity
to ALPs with 0.03 . ma . 0.3GeV. Furthermore, we explore the potential sensitivity of running
the GlueX experiment with a nuclear target and its planned PrimEx-like calorimeter. For the
case where the dominant coupling is to gluons, we study photoproduction for the first time, and
predict the future sensitivity of the GlueX experiment using its nominal proton target. Finally, we
set world-leading limits for both the ALP-gluon coupling and the ALP-photon coupling based on
public mass plots.

Axion-like particles (ALPs) are hypothetical pseu-
doscalars found in many proposed extensions to the
Standard Model (SM), since they naturally address the
Strong CP [1–4] and Hierarchy problems [5]. Further-
more, ALPs may explain the muon magnetic moment
anomaly [6, 7], and could connect SM particles to dark
matter by providing a portal [8–11]. The couplings of
ALPs to the SM are highly suppressed at low energies
by a large cut-o↵ scale ⇤; however, since ALPs, a, are
pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone bosons, their mass (ma) can
be much smaller than the scale that controls their dy-
namics, i.e. ma ⌧ ⇤ . Recently, ALPs with MeV-to-GeV
scale masses, henceforth QCD scale, have received con-
siderable interest [7, 12–23] (see, in addition, Refs.[24–28]
for recent ALP reviews).

In this Letter, we explore the discovery potential
of photon-beam experiments for ALPs with QCD-scale
masses. Specifically, we consider two cases: ALPs whose
dominant coupling to SM particles is to photons or to glu-
ons. For the former, the best sensitivity involves coherent
Primako↵ production o↵ a nuclear target (see Fig. 1 top).
While ALP production using the Primako↵ process has
been studied before [7, 29], our work is novel in three
aspects: (i) we introduce a fully data-driven ALP nor-
malization method, which eliminates the need for knowl-
edge of nuclear form factors or the photon-beam flux;
(ii) we show that data collected by the PrimEx ex-
periment at Je↵erson Lab could substantially improve
the sensitivity to ALPs with 0.03 . ma . 0.3GeV,
in fact, we are able to set world-leading limits from a
diphoton mass plot published in Ref. [30] from a sin-

⇤Electronic address: daniel.aloni@weizmann.ac.il
†Electronic address: cfanelli@mit.edu
‡Electronic address: yotam.soreq@cern.ch
§Electronic address: mwill@mit.edu

�⇤

� a

N N

V 0⇤

V ⇤

� a

p p

FIG. 1: (top) Primako↵ production via t-channel photon
exchange, and (bottom) photoproduction via photon–vector-
meson mixing and t-channel vector-meson exchange.

gle angular bin; and (iii) we explore for the first time
the potential sensitivity of running the GlueX exper-
iment at Je↵erson Lab with a nuclear target and its
planned PrimEx-like calorimeter. For the case where the
dominant SM coupling of ALPs is to gluons, we extend
our work in Ref. [31] and study photoproduction for the
first time. The dominant photoproduction mechanism is
photon–vector-meson mixing and t-channel vector-meson
exchange (see Fig. 1 bottom). We obtain the future sen-
sitivity of the GlueX experiment using its nominal pro-
ton target, and set world-leading limits based on a public
mass plot.
The e↵ective Lagrangian describing the interactions of

ALPs with photons and gluons is

Le↵ � c�
4⇤

aFµ⌫ F̃µ⌫ � 4⇡↵scg
⇤

aGµ⌫G̃µ⌫ , (1)

where Fµ⌫ (Gµ⌫) is the photon (gluon) field strength ten-
sor with F̃µ⌫ = 1

2✏µ⌫↵�F
↵� (G̃µ⌫ satisfies a similar ex-

pression). Our approach to studying ALP-hadron in-
teractions follows Refs. [32–34], and we take the ALP-
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GlueX experiment
• Located in Hall D of Jefferson Lab

• Photon beam:


• produced by coherent bremsstrahlung 
of CEBAF electron beam off of a thin 
diamond radiator


• tagged high intensity beam: 

• A fixed target experiment:


• Liquid hydrogen target


•  GeV


• GlueX spectrometer:

• 2T solenoid magnet

• hermetic angular coverage

• tracking, calorimetry, particle 

identification: , , , , 

5 × 107 γ/s

s ≈ 4

e± π± K± p± γ

6

[4] GlueX collaboration. NIMA 987, 164807 (2021). arXiv: 2005.14272 

Figure taken from [4]
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Analysis overview
• We will analyze two reaction channels of : 


•  to search for ALPs between  and 


•  to search for ALPs between  and 


• Bump hunts will be performed over the  and  mass spectra to obtain, at each mass, 
upper limits on the ALP yield (the searches are currently blinded).


• The upper limits on the ALP yield can then be used to place upper limits on the ALP-gluon 
coupling constant  at each ALP mass.


• The expected ALP yield in a bin of [ , ] is worked out in [2] (using  channel as an example):

γp → pX

X = γγ π0 η

X = π+π−π0 η ω

γγ π+π−π0

cg/Λ

s t γγ

7

though these data-driven tests suggest that the uncertainties
are small. (These predictions could be improved with a better
experimental understanding of the excited !! states).
(6) !a!gg: The next-to-LO PQCD calculation of Eq. (4)

derived in Ref. [26] is adopted here.
(7) !a (total hadronic width): We take !a " !a!gg for

ma ! 1.84 GeV, while for lower masses, the sum of all
exclusive modes is used for !a. At ma ! 1.84 GeV we
find !a!gg "

P
i"exc !i.

The decay branching fractions are summarized in Fig. 3.
The unaccounted for branching fraction is also shown, and
is substantial forma ! 2 GeV. This includes decays such as
a ! AA, i.e., two axial-vector mesons, which should be
comparable to a ! VV above about 2.5 GeV, and many
decay paths that involve excited resonances, rescatterings,
etc. For example B#!c ! 6"$ " 20% so we expect ALP
decays to many-body final states to be at about the same
rate. We stress that unaccounted for decay modes should
only be important for ALP masses where !a " !a!gg;
therefore, our predictions for the total hadronic width—
and the ALP lifetime—should not be affected by unac-
counted for decays.
When evaluating the constraints on this model, we focus

on the m" < ma < 3 GeV region, where our work has the
biggest impact. Constraints where fa " 3f" are omitted,
e.g., bounds from radiative J=# decays, since we assumed
f" # fa when deriving a. Details on all calculations are
provided in the Supplemental Material [27], while in Fig. 4
and below we summarize the constraints.
(1) We recast existing limits on the a$$ vertex from LEP

[20,49] and beam-dump experiments [50–52] using our
B#a ! $$$ result and our a ! $$ calculation to relate the
a$$ interaction strength to fa. In Ref. [53], we derive new
constraints using $p ! pa#$$$ data from GLUEX [54].
(2) We derive new constraints from % ! $a#""$; !"0"0$

and !0 ! "%"$a#"%"$"0$. We are not aware of any bump
hunts here, and instead assume that the entire known
branching fractions to these final states [44] are due to

ALPs. Clearly dedicated searches would be much more
sensitive.
(3) We derive new constraints from b ! sa penguin

decays. At one loop, the aggvertex generates an axial-vector
att coupling [26] resulting in enhanced rates for B ! K#!$a
decays [55–58]. The loop contains a UV-dependent factor
[59] schematically given by "&log"2

UV=m
2
t 'O#1$(, which

we take to be unity [corresponding to anO#TeV$UV scale].
This inducesO#1$ arbitrariness on the following constraints:
(i) The published m!"" spectrum of Ref. [60] is used to

constrainB#B'!K'a$!B#a!!"%"$$ forma < 1.5 GeV,
excluding the !0 peak region.
(ii) The published mK!K spectrum of Ref. [60] is used to

constrain B#B' ! K'a$ ! B#a ! K'KS"#$ for 0.85 <
mK" < 0.95 GeV and ma < 1.8 GeV.
(iii) The known value of B#B0 ! K0%%$ [61] is used to

constrain B#B0 ! K0a$ ! B#a ! %%$ assuming the entire
decay rate is due to ALPs.
(iv) The known value of B#B' ! K'&#3"$$ is used to

constrain B#B' ! K'a$ ! B#a ! "%"$"0$ for 0.73 <
ma < 0.83 GeV, which is the 3" mass window shown in
Ref. [62], assuming the entire decay rate is due to ALPs.
(v) Since the ALPs considered here are not massive

enough to decay into charm hadrons, the observed
inclusive b ! c branching fraction [44] is used to
place an upper limit on the inclusive b ! sa rate
of B#b ! sa$ < &1 $ B#b ! c$(.
(4) Similarly, we recast existing limits on ALP $W=Z

couplings from Ref. [19] using the s ! d penguin decays
K' ! "'$$ [63] and KL ! "0$$ [64] and the same UV-
completion assumptions.
Over much of the considered mass range the constraints

on " are below a TeV. We stress that many of these
constraints would be much stronger if dedicated searches
were performed, e.g., searches for B ! K#!$a with
a ! $$; 3"; !""; KK̄"; '', etc. would be incredibly power-
ful probes of QCD-scale ALPs—and could be performed
with data already collected by LHCb.
In summary, we presented a novel data-driven method

for determining the hadronic interaction strengths of ALPs
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Figure 1: ALP decay branching fractions to various final states. Figure reproduced
from Ref. [12].

blinded] and upper limits on the ALP yield at each ma. As detailed in Ref. [13], the34

expected ALP yield in a small bin of [s, t] is related to ⇤ (or fa) by35

na(s, t) ⇡
✓
f⇡
fa

◆2 
|ha⇡0i|2 n⇡0(s, t)✏(ma, s, t)

B(⇡0 ! ��)✏(m⇡, s, t)

+ |ha⌘i|2 n⌘(s, t)✏(ma, s, t)

B(⌘ ! ��)✏(m⌘, s, t)

�
B(a ! ��),

(2)

where the terms on the right-hand side of Eq. 2 are as follows:36

• f⇡ and fa are the pion and ALP decay constants;37

• ha⇡0i and ha⌘i are the ma-dependent mixing terms between the ALP and38

pseudoscalars given by Eq.(S23) in Ref. [12];39

• n⇡0(s, t) and n⌘(s, t) are the yields of the ⇡0 and ⌘ mesons in the [s, t] bin;40

• B(⇡0 ! ��) and B(⌘ ! ��) are the branching fractions of the ⇡0 and ⌘41

mesons to the �� final state, which are taken from the PDG as B(⇡0 ! ��) =42

0.98823(34) and B(⌘ ! ��) = 0.3941(20);43

• ✏ denotes the ma-dependent product of the detector acceptance and efficiency,44

which is evaluated from simulated samples of ALPs, along with the ⇡0 and ⌘45

mesons (see Sec. 5.3);46

2

[2] D. Aloni, C. Fanelli, Y. Soreq, M. Williams. PRL 123, 071801 (2019). arXiv: 1903.03586
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though these data-driven tests suggest that the uncertainties
are small. (These predictions could be improved with a better
experimental understanding of the excited !! states).
(6) !a!gg: The next-to-LO PQCD calculation of Eq. (4)

derived in Ref. [26] is adopted here.
(7) !a (total hadronic width): We take !a " !a!gg for

ma ! 1.84 GeV, while for lower masses, the sum of all
exclusive modes is used for !a. At ma ! 1.84 GeV we
find !a!gg "

P
i"exc !i.

The decay branching fractions are summarized in Fig. 3.
The unaccounted for branching fraction is also shown, and
is substantial forma ! 2 GeV. This includes decays such as
a ! AA, i.e., two axial-vector mesons, which should be
comparable to a ! VV above about 2.5 GeV, and many
decay paths that involve excited resonances, rescatterings,
etc. For example B#!c ! 6"$ " 20% so we expect ALP
decays to many-body final states to be at about the same
rate. We stress that unaccounted for decay modes should
only be important for ALP masses where !a " !a!gg;
therefore, our predictions for the total hadronic width—
and the ALP lifetime—should not be affected by unac-
counted for decays.
When evaluating the constraints on this model, we focus

on the m" < ma < 3 GeV region, where our work has the
biggest impact. Constraints where fa " 3f" are omitted,
e.g., bounds from radiative J=# decays, since we assumed
f" # fa when deriving a. Details on all calculations are
provided in the Supplemental Material [27], while in Fig. 4
and below we summarize the constraints.
(1) We recast existing limits on the a$$ vertex from LEP

[20,49] and beam-dump experiments [50–52] using our
B#a ! $$$ result and our a ! $$ calculation to relate the
a$$ interaction strength to fa. In Ref. [53], we derive new
constraints using $p ! pa#$$$ data from GLUEX [54].
(2) We derive new constraints from % ! $a#""$; !"0"0$

and !0 ! "%"$a#"%"$"0$. We are not aware of any bump
hunts here, and instead assume that the entire known
branching fractions to these final states [44] are due to

ALPs. Clearly dedicated searches would be much more
sensitive.
(3) We derive new constraints from b ! sa penguin

decays. At one loop, the aggvertex generates an axial-vector
att coupling [26] resulting in enhanced rates for B ! K#!$a
decays [55–58]. The loop contains a UV-dependent factor
[59] schematically given by "&log"2

UV=m
2
t 'O#1$(, which

we take to be unity [corresponding to anO#TeV$UV scale].
This inducesO#1$ arbitrariness on the following constraints:
(i) The published m!"" spectrum of Ref. [60] is used to

constrainB#B'!K'a$!B#a!!"%"$$ forma < 1.5 GeV,
excluding the !0 peak region.
(ii) The published mK!K spectrum of Ref. [60] is used to

constrain B#B' ! K'a$ ! B#a ! K'KS"#$ for 0.85 <
mK" < 0.95 GeV and ma < 1.8 GeV.
(iii) The known value of B#B0 ! K0%%$ [61] is used to

constrain B#B0 ! K0a$ ! B#a ! %%$ assuming the entire
decay rate is due to ALPs.
(iv) The known value of B#B' ! K'&#3"$$ is used to

constrain B#B' ! K'a$ ! B#a ! "%"$"0$ for 0.73 <
ma < 0.83 GeV, which is the 3" mass window shown in
Ref. [62], assuming the entire decay rate is due to ALPs.
(v) Since the ALPs considered here are not massive

enough to decay into charm hadrons, the observed
inclusive b ! c branching fraction [44] is used to
place an upper limit on the inclusive b ! sa rate
of B#b ! sa$ < &1 $ B#b ! c$(.
(4) Similarly, we recast existing limits on ALP $W=Z

couplings from Ref. [19] using the s ! d penguin decays
K' ! "'$$ [63] and KL ! "0$$ [64] and the same UV-
completion assumptions.
Over much of the considered mass range the constraints

on " are below a TeV. We stress that many of these
constraints would be much stronger if dedicated searches
were performed, e.g., searches for B ! K#!$a with
a ! $$; 3"; !""; KK̄"; '', etc. would be incredibly power-
ful probes of QCD-scale ALPs—and could be performed
with data already collected by LHCb.
In summary, we presented a novel data-driven method

for determining the hadronic interaction strengths of ALPs
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FIG. 3. ALP decay branching fractions to all final states
considered; decay widths are given in the Supplemental
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Figure 1: ALP decay branching fractions to various final states. Figure reproduced
from Ref. [12].

blinded] and upper limits on the ALP yield at each ma. As detailed in Ref. [13], the34

expected ALP yield in a small bin of [s, t] is related to ⇤ (or fa) by35

na(s, t) ⇡
✓
f⇡
fa

◆2 
|ha⇡0i|2 n⇡0(s, t)✏(ma, s, t)

B(⇡0 ! ��)✏(m⇡, s, t)

+ |ha⌘i|2 n⌘(s, t)✏(ma, s, t)

B(⌘ ! ��)✏(m⌘, s, t)

�
B(a ! ��),

(2)

where the terms on the right-hand side of Eq. 2 are as follows:36

• f⇡ and fa are the pion and ALP decay constants;37

• ha⇡0i and ha⌘i are the ma-dependent mixing terms between the ALP and38

pseudoscalars given by Eq.(S23) in Ref. [12];39

• n⇡0(s, t) and n⌘(s, t) are the yields of the ⇡0 and ⌘ mesons in the [s, t] bin;40

• B(⇡0 ! ��) and B(⌘ ! ��) are the branching fractions of the ⇡0 and ⌘41

mesons to the �� final state, which are taken from the PDG as B(⇡0 ! ��) =42

0.98823(34) and B(⌘ ! ��) = 0.3941(20);43

• ✏ denotes the ma-dependent product of the detector acceptance and efficiency,44

which is evaluated from simulated samples of ALPs, along with the ⇡0 and ⌘45

mesons (see Sec. 5.3);46

2

pion and ALP decay constants 

The ALP decay constant is related to the ALP-gluon 
coupling constant  and the cut-off scale  by: cg Λ

fa = −
Λ

32π2cg
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though these data-driven tests suggest that the uncertainties
are small. (These predictions could be improved with a better
experimental understanding of the excited !! states).
(6) !a!gg: The next-to-LO PQCD calculation of Eq. (4)

derived in Ref. [26] is adopted here.
(7) !a (total hadronic width): We take !a " !a!gg for

ma ! 1.84 GeV, while for lower masses, the sum of all
exclusive modes is used for !a. At ma ! 1.84 GeV we
find !a!gg "

P
i"exc !i.

The decay branching fractions are summarized in Fig. 3.
The unaccounted for branching fraction is also shown, and
is substantial forma ! 2 GeV. This includes decays such as
a ! AA, i.e., two axial-vector mesons, which should be
comparable to a ! VV above about 2.5 GeV, and many
decay paths that involve excited resonances, rescatterings,
etc. For example B#!c ! 6"$ " 20% so we expect ALP
decays to many-body final states to be at about the same
rate. We stress that unaccounted for decay modes should
only be important for ALP masses where !a " !a!gg;
therefore, our predictions for the total hadronic width—
and the ALP lifetime—should not be affected by unac-
counted for decays.
When evaluating the constraints on this model, we focus

on the m" < ma < 3 GeV region, where our work has the
biggest impact. Constraints where fa " 3f" are omitted,
e.g., bounds from radiative J=# decays, since we assumed
f" # fa when deriving a. Details on all calculations are
provided in the Supplemental Material [27], while in Fig. 4
and below we summarize the constraints.
(1) We recast existing limits on the a$$ vertex from LEP

[20,49] and beam-dump experiments [50–52] using our
B#a ! $$$ result and our a ! $$ calculation to relate the
a$$ interaction strength to fa. In Ref. [53], we derive new
constraints using $p ! pa#$$$ data from GLUEX [54].
(2) We derive new constraints from % ! $a#""$; !"0"0$

and !0 ! "%"$a#"%"$"0$. We are not aware of any bump
hunts here, and instead assume that the entire known
branching fractions to these final states [44] are due to

ALPs. Clearly dedicated searches would be much more
sensitive.
(3) We derive new constraints from b ! sa penguin

decays. At one loop, the aggvertex generates an axial-vector
att coupling [26] resulting in enhanced rates for B ! K#!$a
decays [55–58]. The loop contains a UV-dependent factor
[59] schematically given by "&log"2

UV=m
2
t 'O#1$(, which

we take to be unity [corresponding to anO#TeV$UV scale].
This inducesO#1$ arbitrariness on the following constraints:
(i) The published m!"" spectrum of Ref. [60] is used to

constrainB#B'!K'a$!B#a!!"%"$$ forma < 1.5 GeV,
excluding the !0 peak region.
(ii) The published mK!K spectrum of Ref. [60] is used to

constrain B#B' ! K'a$ ! B#a ! K'KS"#$ for 0.85 <
mK" < 0.95 GeV and ma < 1.8 GeV.
(iii) The known value of B#B0 ! K0%%$ [61] is used to

constrain B#B0 ! K0a$ ! B#a ! %%$ assuming the entire
decay rate is due to ALPs.
(iv) The known value of B#B' ! K'&#3"$$ is used to

constrain B#B' ! K'a$ ! B#a ! "%"$"0$ for 0.73 <
ma < 0.83 GeV, which is the 3" mass window shown in
Ref. [62], assuming the entire decay rate is due to ALPs.
(v) Since the ALPs considered here are not massive

enough to decay into charm hadrons, the observed
inclusive b ! c branching fraction [44] is used to
place an upper limit on the inclusive b ! sa rate
of B#b ! sa$ < &1 $ B#b ! c$(.
(4) Similarly, we recast existing limits on ALP $W=Z

couplings from Ref. [19] using the s ! d penguin decays
K' ! "'$$ [63] and KL ! "0$$ [64] and the same UV-
completion assumptions.
Over much of the considered mass range the constraints

on " are below a TeV. We stress that many of these
constraints would be much stronger if dedicated searches
were performed, e.g., searches for B ! K#!$a with
a ! $$; 3"; !""; KK̄"; '', etc. would be incredibly power-
ful probes of QCD-scale ALPs—and could be performed
with data already collected by LHCb.
In summary, we presented a novel data-driven method

for determining the hadronic interaction strengths of ALPs
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Figure 1: ALP decay branching fractions to various final states. Figure reproduced
from Ref. [12].

blinded] and upper limits on the ALP yield at each ma. As detailed in Ref. [13], the34

expected ALP yield in a small bin of [s, t] is related to ⇤ (or fa) by35

na(s, t) ⇡
✓
f⇡
fa

◆2 
|ha⇡0i|2 n⇡0(s, t)✏(ma, s, t)

B(⇡0 ! ��)✏(m⇡, s, t)

+ |ha⌘i|2 n⌘(s, t)✏(ma, s, t)

B(⌘ ! ��)✏(m⌘, s, t)

�
B(a ! ��),

(2)

where the terms on the right-hand side of Eq. 2 are as follows:36

• f⇡ and fa are the pion and ALP decay constants;37

• ha⇡0i and ha⌘i are the ma-dependent mixing terms between the ALP and38

pseudoscalars given by Eq.(S23) in Ref. [12];39

• n⇡0(s, t) and n⌘(s, t) are the yields of the ⇡0 and ⌘ mesons in the [s, t] bin;40

• B(⇡0 ! ��) and B(⌘ ! ��) are the branching fractions of the ⇡0 and ⌘41

mesons to the �� final state, which are taken from the PDG as B(⇡0 ! ��) =42

0.98823(34) and B(⌘ ! ��) = 0.3941(20);43

• ✏ denotes the ma-dependent product of the detector acceptance and efficiency,44

which is evaluated from simulated samples of ALPs, along with the ⇡0 and ⌘45

mesons (see Sec. 5.3);46

2

mass-dependent ALP-pseudoscalar 
mixing terms worked out in [1] 

2

For ma ⇡ 2GeV, the one-loop correction is compara-
ble in size to the leading-order result, making this the
smallest mass where Eq. (4) has O(1) validity. Naively,
it is tempting to interpolate the total hadronic rate from
where a ! 3⇡ is the dominant hadronic decay to where
the pQCD result is valid; however, even though such an
interpolation only covers a factor of 4 in ma, numerically

�a!gg(ma = 2GeV)

�a!3⇡(ma = 0.5GeV)
⇡ O(105) ! (5)

Clearly a deeper understanding of the hadronic interac-
tions of QCD-scale ALPs is required —which is our pri-
mary focus.

By performing a chiral transformation of the light-
quark fields [29–31], we replace the agg vertex by ALP-
quark axial-current couplings, which we subsequently
match to the chiral Lagrangian. This leads to ALP-⇡0 ki-
netic mixing and ALP-⌘(0) kinetic and mass mixing mak-
ing it possible to assign the ALP a U(3) representation
at low masses. We assign all ALPs up to ⇡ 3GeV the
U(3) representation1

f⇡
fa

a =
f⇡
fa

↵̃s(ma)
p
6

diag{Cu, Cd, Cs}, (6)

where Cq are ma-dependent dimensionless constants,
fa ⌘ �⇤/32⇡2cg is the ALP decay constant, and

↵̃s(ma) ⌘

(
1 for ma  1GeV

↵s(ma) for ma > 1GeV
(7)

accounts for ↵s running which weakens ALP-gluon inter-
actions at higher masses.2 N.b., we factored out f⇡/fa
to make this dependence explicit, and follow the normal-
ization convention

hPP i ⌘ 2Tr[PP ] = 1 , (8)

for the pseudoscalar U(3) generators ⇡0, ⌘, and ⌘0.
For ma . 1GeV, we derive the ALP-P mixings, for

P = ⇡0, ⌘, ⌘0, using the LO chiral Lagrangian by extend-
ing previous works, e.g. Ref. [26], to three flavors and
to higher order in �I . The full calculations are in the
Supplemental Material. Here, we provide simplified ex-
pressions to LO in �I and taking ms � md ⇡ 2mu. The
ALP-P kinetic and mass mixing cause the P fields to
pick up small admixtures of the physical ALP state and
vice versa:

P ⇡ Pphy +
f⇡
fa

haP i aphy , (9)

a ⇡ aphy �
f⇡
fa

X

P

haP iPphy .

1 Close to 3GeV mixing with the ⌘c charmonium state should be
considered. We leave this for future studies.

2 To obtain smooth results, we take ↵s(1GeV) = 1, then interpo-
late to the known value for ma > 1.5GeV.
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FIG. 1: ALP U(3) representation. Since isospin-violating de-
cays are small above m⌘0 , where the isospin-violating compo-
nent is highly uncertain, we ignore such decays for ma > m⌘0 .

Therefore, the ALP U(3) matrix is

a = ha⇡0
i⇡0+ha⌘i⌘+ha⌘0

i⌘0 for ma . 1GeV, (10)

where the ALP-P mixing factors are

ha⇡0
i ⇡ N⇡0

�Im2
a

m2
a �m2

⇡

, ha⌘i ⇡ N⌘


m2

a �m2
⇡0/2

m2
a �m2

⌘

�
,

ha⌘0
i ⇡N⌘0

"
m2

a � 2m2
⇡0

m2
a �m2

⌘0

#
, (11)

and N⇡0,⌘,⌘0 = 1
2 ,

1p
6
, 1
2
p
3
are the P normalization fac-

tors. At high masses, the U(3) symmetry is expected to
be restored; thus the ALP U(3) representation should be

Cu ⇡ Cd ⇡ Cs ⇡ 1 for ma�⇤QCD. (12)

The Cq values obtained from Eq. (11) are close to unity
near 1GeV; therefore, we interpolate between the low-
mass and high-mass regions by setting each Cq element
to unity once it intersects unity above m⌘0 (see Fig. 1).
When ma is in the non-perturbative regime of QCD,

this U(3)-based representation is the most natural one,
and can be used to calculate the production and decay
rates of ALPs. Before moving onto such calculations, we
stress that for 0.5 . ma . 2GeV there are O(1) uncer-
tainties on a. Many LO �PT predictions require O(1)
corrections even for ⌘ decays (see, e.g., Ref. [32]). Fur-
thermore, while parton-hadron duality is roughly valid
above 1GeV for vector currents [33], not enough is known
about ⌘⇤ states to assert that this holds to better than
O(1) for ALPs. While the precision of a could be im-
proved, adding direct quark couplings to the ALP model
also induces O(1) changes in a. Therefore, a more natu-
ral approach is to adopt Cu, Cd, and Cs as e↵ective ALP
parameters, with the goal of experimentally exploring all
O(1) deviations from the pure ALP-gluon model.
The interactions of pseudoscalar mesons are well de-

scribed at low energies by the hidden local symmetries

[1] D. Aloni, Y. Soreq, M. Williams. PRL 123, 031803 (2019). arXiv: 1811.03474
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though these data-driven tests suggest that the uncertainties
are small. (These predictions could be improved with a better
experimental understanding of the excited !! states).
(6) !a!gg: The next-to-LO PQCD calculation of Eq. (4)

derived in Ref. [26] is adopted here.
(7) !a (total hadronic width): We take !a " !a!gg for

ma ! 1.84 GeV, while for lower masses, the sum of all
exclusive modes is used for !a. At ma ! 1.84 GeV we
find !a!gg "

P
i"exc !i.

The decay branching fractions are summarized in Fig. 3.
The unaccounted for branching fraction is also shown, and
is substantial forma ! 2 GeV. This includes decays such as
a ! AA, i.e., two axial-vector mesons, which should be
comparable to a ! VV above about 2.5 GeV, and many
decay paths that involve excited resonances, rescatterings,
etc. For example B#!c ! 6"$ " 20% so we expect ALP
decays to many-body final states to be at about the same
rate. We stress that unaccounted for decay modes should
only be important for ALP masses where !a " !a!gg;
therefore, our predictions for the total hadronic width—
and the ALP lifetime—should not be affected by unac-
counted for decays.
When evaluating the constraints on this model, we focus

on the m" < ma < 3 GeV region, where our work has the
biggest impact. Constraints where fa " 3f" are omitted,
e.g., bounds from radiative J=# decays, since we assumed
f" # fa when deriving a. Details on all calculations are
provided in the Supplemental Material [27], while in Fig. 4
and below we summarize the constraints.
(1) We recast existing limits on the a$$ vertex from LEP

[20,49] and beam-dump experiments [50–52] using our
B#a ! $$$ result and our a ! $$ calculation to relate the
a$$ interaction strength to fa. In Ref. [53], we derive new
constraints using $p ! pa#$$$ data from GLUEX [54].
(2) We derive new constraints from % ! $a#""$; !"0"0$

and !0 ! "%"$a#"%"$"0$. We are not aware of any bump
hunts here, and instead assume that the entire known
branching fractions to these final states [44] are due to

ALPs. Clearly dedicated searches would be much more
sensitive.
(3) We derive new constraints from b ! sa penguin

decays. At one loop, the aggvertex generates an axial-vector
att coupling [26] resulting in enhanced rates for B ! K#!$a
decays [55–58]. The loop contains a UV-dependent factor
[59] schematically given by "&log"2

UV=m
2
t 'O#1$(, which

we take to be unity [corresponding to anO#TeV$UV scale].
This inducesO#1$ arbitrariness on the following constraints:
(i) The published m!"" spectrum of Ref. [60] is used to

constrainB#B'!K'a$!B#a!!"%"$$ forma < 1.5 GeV,
excluding the !0 peak region.
(ii) The published mK!K spectrum of Ref. [60] is used to

constrain B#B' ! K'a$ ! B#a ! K'KS"#$ for 0.85 <
mK" < 0.95 GeV and ma < 1.8 GeV.
(iii) The known value of B#B0 ! K0%%$ [61] is used to

constrain B#B0 ! K0a$ ! B#a ! %%$ assuming the entire
decay rate is due to ALPs.
(iv) The known value of B#B' ! K'&#3"$$ is used to

constrain B#B' ! K'a$ ! B#a ! "%"$"0$ for 0.73 <
ma < 0.83 GeV, which is the 3" mass window shown in
Ref. [62], assuming the entire decay rate is due to ALPs.
(v) Since the ALPs considered here are not massive

enough to decay into charm hadrons, the observed
inclusive b ! c branching fraction [44] is used to
place an upper limit on the inclusive b ! sa rate
of B#b ! sa$ < &1 $ B#b ! c$(.
(4) Similarly, we recast existing limits on ALP $W=Z

couplings from Ref. [19] using the s ! d penguin decays
K' ! "'$$ [63] and KL ! "0$$ [64] and the same UV-
completion assumptions.
Over much of the considered mass range the constraints

on " are below a TeV. We stress that many of these
constraints would be much stronger if dedicated searches
were performed, e.g., searches for B ! K#!$a with
a ! $$; 3"; !""; KK̄"; '', etc. would be incredibly power-
ful probes of QCD-scale ALPs—and could be performed
with data already collected by LHCb.
In summary, we presented a novel data-driven method

for determining the hadronic interaction strengths of ALPs
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FIG. 3. ALP decay branching fractions to all final states
considered; decay widths are given in the Supplemental
Material [27].
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Figure 1: ALP decay branching fractions to various final states. Figure reproduced
from Ref. [12].

blinded] and upper limits on the ALP yield at each ma. As detailed in Ref. [13], the34

expected ALP yield in a small bin of [s, t] is related to ⇤ (or fa) by35

na(s, t) ⇡
✓
f⇡
fa

◆2 
|ha⇡0i|2 n⇡0(s, t)✏(ma, s, t)

B(⇡0 ! ��)✏(m⇡, s, t)

+ |ha⌘i|2 n⌘(s, t)✏(ma, s, t)

B(⌘ ! ��)✏(m⌘, s, t)

�
B(a ! ��),

(2)

where the terms on the right-hand side of Eq. 2 are as follows:36

• f⇡ and fa are the pion and ALP decay constants;37

• ha⇡0i and ha⌘i are the ma-dependent mixing terms between the ALP and38

pseudoscalars given by Eq.(S23) in Ref. [12];39

• n⇡0(s, t) and n⌘(s, t) are the yields of the ⇡0 and ⌘ mesons in the [s, t] bin;40

• B(⇡0 ! ��) and B(⌘ ! ��) are the branching fractions of the ⇡0 and ⌘41

mesons to the �� final state, which are taken from the PDG as B(⇡0 ! ��) =42

0.98823(34) and B(⌘ ! ��) = 0.3941(20);43

• ✏ denotes the ma-dependent product of the detector acceptance and efficiency,44

which is evaluated from simulated samples of ALPs, along with the ⇡0 and ⌘45

mesons (see Sec. 5.3);46

2

branching fractions from PDG or worked out in [1] 

though these data-driven tests suggest that the uncertainties
are small. (These predictions could be improved with a better
experimental understanding of the excited !! states).
(6) !a!gg: The next-to-LO PQCD calculation of Eq. (4)

derived in Ref. [26] is adopted here.
(7) !a (total hadronic width): We take !a " !a!gg for

ma ! 1.84 GeV, while for lower masses, the sum of all
exclusive modes is used for !a. At ma ! 1.84 GeV we
find !a!gg "

P
i"exc !i.

The decay branching fractions are summarized in Fig. 3.
The unaccounted for branching fraction is also shown, and
is substantial forma ! 2 GeV. This includes decays such as
a ! AA, i.e., two axial-vector mesons, which should be
comparable to a ! VV above about 2.5 GeV, and many
decay paths that involve excited resonances, rescatterings,
etc. For example B#!c ! 6"$ " 20% so we expect ALP
decays to many-body final states to be at about the same
rate. We stress that unaccounted for decay modes should
only be important for ALP masses where !a " !a!gg;
therefore, our predictions for the total hadronic width—
and the ALP lifetime—should not be affected by unac-
counted for decays.
When evaluating the constraints on this model, we focus

on the m" < ma < 3 GeV region, where our work has the
biggest impact. Constraints where fa " 3f" are omitted,
e.g., bounds from radiative J=# decays, since we assumed
f" # fa when deriving a. Details on all calculations are
provided in the Supplemental Material [27], while in Fig. 4
and below we summarize the constraints.
(1) We recast existing limits on the a$$ vertex from LEP

[20,49] and beam-dump experiments [50–52] using our
B#a ! $$$ result and our a ! $$ calculation to relate the
a$$ interaction strength to fa. In Ref. [53], we derive new
constraints using $p ! pa#$$$ data from GLUEX [54].
(2) We derive new constraints from % ! $a#""$; !"0"0$

and !0 ! "%"$a#"%"$"0$. We are not aware of any bump
hunts here, and instead assume that the entire known
branching fractions to these final states [44] are due to

ALPs. Clearly dedicated searches would be much more
sensitive.
(3) We derive new constraints from b ! sa penguin

decays. At one loop, the aggvertex generates an axial-vector
att coupling [26] resulting in enhanced rates for B ! K#!$a
decays [55–58]. The loop contains a UV-dependent factor
[59] schematically given by "&log"2

UV=m
2
t 'O#1$(, which

we take to be unity [corresponding to anO#TeV$UV scale].
This inducesO#1$ arbitrariness on the following constraints:
(i) The published m!"" spectrum of Ref. [60] is used to

constrainB#B'!K'a$!B#a!!"%"$$ forma < 1.5 GeV,
excluding the !0 peak region.
(ii) The published mK!K spectrum of Ref. [60] is used to

constrain B#B' ! K'a$ ! B#a ! K'KS"#$ for 0.85 <
mK" < 0.95 GeV and ma < 1.8 GeV.
(iii) The known value of B#B0 ! K0%%$ [61] is used to

constrain B#B0 ! K0a$ ! B#a ! %%$ assuming the entire
decay rate is due to ALPs.
(iv) The known value of B#B' ! K'&#3"$$ is used to

constrain B#B' ! K'a$ ! B#a ! "%"$"0$ for 0.73 <
ma < 0.83 GeV, which is the 3" mass window shown in
Ref. [62], assuming the entire decay rate is due to ALPs.
(v) Since the ALPs considered here are not massive

enough to decay into charm hadrons, the observed
inclusive b ! c branching fraction [44] is used to
place an upper limit on the inclusive b ! sa rate
of B#b ! sa$ < &1 $ B#b ! c$(.
(4) Similarly, we recast existing limits on ALP $W=Z

couplings from Ref. [19] using the s ! d penguin decays
K' ! "'$$ [63] and KL ! "0$$ [64] and the same UV-
completion assumptions.
Over much of the considered mass range the constraints

on " are below a TeV. We stress that many of these
constraints would be much stronger if dedicated searches
were performed, e.g., searches for B ! K#!$a with
a ! $$; 3"; !""; KK̄"; '', etc. would be incredibly power-
ful probes of QCD-scale ALPs—and could be performed
with data already collected by LHCb.
In summary, we presented a novel data-driven method

for determining the hadronic interaction strengths of ALPs
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FIG. 3. ALP decay branching fractions to all final states
considered; decay widths are given in the Supplemental
Material [27].
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though these data-driven tests suggest that the uncertainties
are small. (These predictions could be improved with a better
experimental understanding of the excited !! states).
(6) !a!gg: The next-to-LO PQCD calculation of Eq. (4)

derived in Ref. [26] is adopted here.
(7) !a (total hadronic width): We take !a " !a!gg for

ma ! 1.84 GeV, while for lower masses, the sum of all
exclusive modes is used for !a. At ma ! 1.84 GeV we
find !a!gg "

P
i"exc !i.

The decay branching fractions are summarized in Fig. 3.
The unaccounted for branching fraction is also shown, and
is substantial forma ! 2 GeV. This includes decays such as
a ! AA, i.e., two axial-vector mesons, which should be
comparable to a ! VV above about 2.5 GeV, and many
decay paths that involve excited resonances, rescatterings,
etc. For example B#!c ! 6"$ " 20% so we expect ALP
decays to many-body final states to be at about the same
rate. We stress that unaccounted for decay modes should
only be important for ALP masses where !a " !a!gg;
therefore, our predictions for the total hadronic width—
and the ALP lifetime—should not be affected by unac-
counted for decays.
When evaluating the constraints on this model, we focus

on the m" < ma < 3 GeV region, where our work has the
biggest impact. Constraints where fa " 3f" are omitted,
e.g., bounds from radiative J=# decays, since we assumed
f" # fa when deriving a. Details on all calculations are
provided in the Supplemental Material [27], while in Fig. 4
and below we summarize the constraints.
(1) We recast existing limits on the a$$ vertex from LEP

[20,49] and beam-dump experiments [50–52] using our
B#a ! $$$ result and our a ! $$ calculation to relate the
a$$ interaction strength to fa. In Ref. [53], we derive new
constraints using $p ! pa#$$$ data from GLUEX [54].
(2) We derive new constraints from % ! $a#""$; !"0"0$

and !0 ! "%"$a#"%"$"0$. We are not aware of any bump
hunts here, and instead assume that the entire known
branching fractions to these final states [44] are due to

ALPs. Clearly dedicated searches would be much more
sensitive.
(3) We derive new constraints from b ! sa penguin

decays. At one loop, the aggvertex generates an axial-vector
att coupling [26] resulting in enhanced rates for B ! K#!$a
decays [55–58]. The loop contains a UV-dependent factor
[59] schematically given by "&log"2

UV=m
2
t 'O#1$(, which

we take to be unity [corresponding to anO#TeV$UV scale].
This inducesO#1$ arbitrariness on the following constraints:
(i) The published m!"" spectrum of Ref. [60] is used to

constrainB#B'!K'a$!B#a!!"%"$$ forma < 1.5 GeV,
excluding the !0 peak region.
(ii) The published mK!K spectrum of Ref. [60] is used to

constrain B#B' ! K'a$ ! B#a ! K'KS"#$ for 0.85 <
mK" < 0.95 GeV and ma < 1.8 GeV.
(iii) The known value of B#B0 ! K0%%$ [61] is used to

constrain B#B0 ! K0a$ ! B#a ! %%$ assuming the entire
decay rate is due to ALPs.
(iv) The known value of B#B' ! K'&#3"$$ is used to

constrain B#B' ! K'a$ ! B#a ! "%"$"0$ for 0.73 <
ma < 0.83 GeV, which is the 3" mass window shown in
Ref. [62], assuming the entire decay rate is due to ALPs.
(v) Since the ALPs considered here are not massive

enough to decay into charm hadrons, the observed
inclusive b ! c branching fraction [44] is used to
place an upper limit on the inclusive b ! sa rate
of B#b ! sa$ < &1 $ B#b ! c$(.
(4) Similarly, we recast existing limits on ALP $W=Z

couplings from Ref. [19] using the s ! d penguin decays
K' ! "'$$ [63] and KL ! "0$$ [64] and the same UV-
completion assumptions.
Over much of the considered mass range the constraints

on " are below a TeV. We stress that many of these
constraints would be much stronger if dedicated searches
were performed, e.g., searches for B ! K#!$a with
a ! $$; 3"; !""; KK̄"; '', etc. would be incredibly power-
ful probes of QCD-scale ALPs—and could be performed
with data already collected by LHCb.
In summary, we presented a novel data-driven method

for determining the hadronic interaction strengths of ALPs
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FIG. 3. ALP decay branching fractions to all final states
considered; decay widths are given in the Supplemental
Material [27].
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Figure 1: ALP decay branching fractions to various final states. Figure reproduced
from Ref. [12].

blinded] and upper limits on the ALP yield at each ma. As detailed in Ref. [13], the34

expected ALP yield in a small bin of [s, t] is related to ⇤ (or fa) by35

na(s, t) ⇡
✓
f⇡
fa

◆2 
|ha⇡0i|2 n⇡0(s, t)✏(ma, s, t)

B(⇡0 ! ��)✏(m⇡, s, t)

+ |ha⌘i|2 n⌘(s, t)✏(ma, s, t)

B(⌘ ! ��)✏(m⌘, s, t)

�
B(a ! ��),

(2)

where the terms on the right-hand side of Eq. 2 are as follows:36

• f⇡ and fa are the pion and ALP decay constants;37

• ha⇡0i and ha⌘i are the ma-dependent mixing terms between the ALP and38

pseudoscalars given by Eq.(S23) in Ref. [12];39

• n⇡0(s, t) and n⌘(s, t) are the yields of the ⇡0 and ⌘ mesons in the [s, t] bin;40

• B(⇡0 ! ��) and B(⌘ ! ��) are the branching fractions of the ⇡0 and ⌘41

mesons to the �� final state, which are taken from the PDG as B(⇡0 ! ��) =42

0.98823(34) and B(⌘ ! ��) = 0.3941(20);43

• ✏ denotes the ma-dependent product of the detector acceptance and efficiency,44

which is evaluated from simulated samples of ALPs, along with the ⇡0 and ⌘45

mesons (see Sec. 5.3);46
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mass-dependent acceptance × efficiency ratios 
of ALP to  and π0 η

Additionally, mass resolution function is needed in the signal component of the 
model PDF in the signal search

 and  yields in an [ , ] binπ0 η s t
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Dataset and event selection

• Dataset: full GlueX Phase-I dataset used,  (in selected  range)


• Event selection follows a sensitivity-based strategy without examining the evidence for 
an ALP signal in order to avoid experimenter bias.


• Selection includes:


• : [8, 9] GeV and |- |: [0.15, 1] 


• Exclusivity cuts of the reaction:

• kinematic fit quality

• missing mass squared of the reaction

• no extra tracks and extra energy < 100 MeV in the event


• Reconstruction quality cuts on individual objects or the reaction

∼ 170 pb−1 Eγ

Eγ t GeV2

12
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Mass spectra and normalization fits

• Fit model components:

• Resonances: sums of Crystal Ball functions and Gaussians 

• Background: ( ) linear component +  tail or ( ) power-law function of the energy released (Q)

• Additional floating signal component (for blinding stage only), but no information reported


• Residuals account for both accidental subtraction and a modeling uncertainty for the large resonance PDFs

γγ ω π+π−π0
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Mass resolution function
• MCs are used to obtain both the mass resolution function and the mass-dependent acceptance × 
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• MC datasets of ALPs with different masses  are generated over the search regions.


• Mass resolution functions extracted from MC samples:


• a data-driven correction is applied to match MC resolutions to those observed in data for , , and  
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Acceptance  efficiency×
• Only ratios of acceptance  efficiency enter the ALP normalization equation.


• Acceptance:


• the probability that a reaction producing an ALP in a [ , ] bin will have all final-state particles in the 
fiducial region; 


• strong dependence on both  and ; a phase space Monte Carlo procedure is employed to quantify 
this effect


• Efficiency: 

• the probability for the particles to be reconstructed if they are in the fiducial region


• minimal dependence on   and ; the choice of fiducial region is designed to minimize such 
dependence

×

s t

ma t

ma t
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though these data-driven tests suggest that the uncertainties
are small. (These predictions could be improved with a better
experimental understanding of the excited !! states).
(6) !a!gg: The next-to-LO PQCD calculation of Eq. (4)

derived in Ref. [26] is adopted here.
(7) !a (total hadronic width): We take !a " !a!gg for

ma ! 1.84 GeV, while for lower masses, the sum of all
exclusive modes is used for !a. At ma ! 1.84 GeV we
find !a!gg "

P
i"exc !i.

The decay branching fractions are summarized in Fig. 3.
The unaccounted for branching fraction is also shown, and
is substantial forma ! 2 GeV. This includes decays such as
a ! AA, i.e., two axial-vector mesons, which should be
comparable to a ! VV above about 2.5 GeV, and many
decay paths that involve excited resonances, rescatterings,
etc. For example B#!c ! 6"$ " 20% so we expect ALP
decays to many-body final states to be at about the same
rate. We stress that unaccounted for decay modes should
only be important for ALP masses where !a " !a!gg;
therefore, our predictions for the total hadronic width—
and the ALP lifetime—should not be affected by unac-
counted for decays.
When evaluating the constraints on this model, we focus

on the m" < ma < 3 GeV region, where our work has the
biggest impact. Constraints where fa " 3f" are omitted,
e.g., bounds from radiative J=# decays, since we assumed
f" # fa when deriving a. Details on all calculations are
provided in the Supplemental Material [27], while in Fig. 4
and below we summarize the constraints.
(1) We recast existing limits on the a$$ vertex from LEP

[20,49] and beam-dump experiments [50–52] using our
B#a ! $$$ result and our a ! $$ calculation to relate the
a$$ interaction strength to fa. In Ref. [53], we derive new
constraints using $p ! pa#$$$ data from GLUEX [54].
(2) We derive new constraints from % ! $a#""$; !"0"0$

and !0 ! "%"$a#"%"$"0$. We are not aware of any bump
hunts here, and instead assume that the entire known
branching fractions to these final states [44] are due to

ALPs. Clearly dedicated searches would be much more
sensitive.
(3) We derive new constraints from b ! sa penguin

decays. At one loop, the aggvertex generates an axial-vector
att coupling [26] resulting in enhanced rates for B ! K#!$a
decays [55–58]. The loop contains a UV-dependent factor
[59] schematically given by "&log"2

UV=m
2
t 'O#1$(, which

we take to be unity [corresponding to anO#TeV$UV scale].
This inducesO#1$ arbitrariness on the following constraints:
(i) The published m!"" spectrum of Ref. [60] is used to

constrainB#B'!K'a$!B#a!!"%"$$ forma < 1.5 GeV,
excluding the !0 peak region.
(ii) The published mK!K spectrum of Ref. [60] is used to

constrain B#B' ! K'a$ ! B#a ! K'KS"#$ for 0.85 <
mK" < 0.95 GeV and ma < 1.8 GeV.
(iii) The known value of B#B0 ! K0%%$ [61] is used to

constrain B#B0 ! K0a$ ! B#a ! %%$ assuming the entire
decay rate is due to ALPs.
(iv) The known value of B#B' ! K'&#3"$$ is used to

constrain B#B' ! K'a$ ! B#a ! "%"$"0$ for 0.73 <
ma < 0.83 GeV, which is the 3" mass window shown in
Ref. [62], assuming the entire decay rate is due to ALPs.
(v) Since the ALPs considered here are not massive

enough to decay into charm hadrons, the observed
inclusive b ! c branching fraction [44] is used to
place an upper limit on the inclusive b ! sa rate
of B#b ! sa$ < &1 $ B#b ! c$(.
(4) Similarly, we recast existing limits on ALP $W=Z

couplings from Ref. [19] using the s ! d penguin decays
K' ! "'$$ [63] and KL ! "0$$ [64] and the same UV-
completion assumptions.
Over much of the considered mass range the constraints

on " are below a TeV. We stress that many of these
constraints would be much stronger if dedicated searches
were performed, e.g., searches for B ! K#!$a with
a ! $$; 3"; !""; KK̄"; '', etc. would be incredibly power-
ful probes of QCD-scale ALPs—and could be performed
with data already collected by LHCb.
In summary, we presented a novel data-driven method

for determining the hadronic interaction strengths of ALPs
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FIG. 3. ALP decay branching fractions to all final states
considered; decay widths are given in the Supplemental
Material [27].
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Figure 1: ALP decay branching fractions to various final states. Figure reproduced
from Ref. [12].

blinded] and upper limits on the ALP yield at each ma. As detailed in Ref. [13], the34

expected ALP yield in a small bin of [s, t] is related to ⇤ (or fa) by35

na(s, t) ⇡
✓
f⇡
fa

◆2 
|ha⇡0i|2 n⇡0(s, t)✏(ma, s, t)

B(⇡0 ! ��)✏(m⇡, s, t)

+ |ha⌘i|2 n⌘(s, t)✏(ma, s, t)

B(⌘ ! ��)✏(m⌘, s, t)

�
B(a ! ��),

(2)

where the terms on the right-hand side of Eq. 2 are as follows:36

• f⇡ and fa are the pion and ALP decay constants;37

• ha⇡0i and ha⌘i are the ma-dependent mixing terms between the ALP and38

pseudoscalars given by Eq.(S23) in Ref. [12];39

• n⇡0(s, t) and n⌘(s, t) are the yields of the ⇡0 and ⌘ mesons in the [s, t] bin;40

• B(⇡0 ! ��) and B(⌘ ! ��) are the branching fractions of the ⇡0 and ⌘41

mesons to the �� final state, which are taken from the PDG as B(⇡0 ! ��) =42

0.98823(34) and B(⌘ ! ��) = 0.3941(20);43

• ✏ denotes the ma-dependent product of the detector acceptance and efficiency,44

which is evaluated from simulated samples of ALPs, along with the ⇡0 and ⌘45

mesons (see Sec. 5.3);46
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Acceptance  efficiency×
• Only ratios of acceptance  efficiency enter the ALP normalization equation.


• Maps of acceptance  efficiency are constructed by interpolating between the generated ALP MCs and 
used in the ALP normalization.

×

×
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Signal search
• The signal search, i.e., bump hunt, will follow the strategy outlined by Williams [5] and done in LHCb dark 

photon searches [6, 7] and general dimuon resonance searches [8] and others [9, 10].

• The strategy rewards goodness of fit while punishing model complexity by adding a penalty term to the 

likelihood; confidence interval (CI) of the signal estimator is obtained from a profile of the penalized likelihood

• The search is currently blinded (hence the cut-off at +2 on the figures) and the procedure is validated using an 

ensemble generated from the background-only fit model to the data.
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FIG. 3: Products of the acceptance and e�ciency in bins of t
and ma for (top) a ! �� and (bottom) a ! ⇡

+
⇡
�
⇡
0 decays.

TABLE II: Summary of relative systematic uncertainties.
Those specified as a range are mass dependent.

Source a ! �� a ! ⇡
+
⇡
�
⇡
0

Signal model 1% 1%

Background model 2–10% 2–8%

Acceptance⇥e�ciency 3–6% 5%

⇡
0 and ⌘ yields 3% 1%

Branching fractions 0.1–0.5% 1.5%

Total 5–12% 5–9%

VI. RESULTS

The upper limits on the ALP signal yields obtained
in Sec. IV are normalized using Eq. (2), which takes as
input the pseudoscalar-meson yields from Sec. III, rela-
tive e�ciency from Sec. V, the pseudoscalar-meson decay
branching fractions from the PDG [31], and the ALP de-
cay branching fractions from Ref. [19]. The systematic
uncertainties on the ALP signal yield, the pseudoscalar-
meson yields and branching fractions, and on the rela-
tive e�ciency are included in the profile likelihood when
determining the upper limits on the ALP yield. These
uncertainties, which were described previously, are sum-
marized in Table II.
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FIG. 4: Exclusion limits at 90% CL compared to the expected
sensitivity (dashed) from (top) �� and (bottom) ⇡

+
⇡
�
⇡
0

channels. The (dark shaded) ±1� and (light shaded) ±2�
regions are also shown. To-do: add data results after un-
blinding.

ALPs are excluded at 90% confidence level (CL) when
the upper limit on the observed ALP yield is less than
the expected ALP yield in Eq. 2. Figure 4 shows the
constraints placed on the ratio of ALP parameters cg/⇤
for each final state. Taking cg to be O(1), our results
correspond to O(TeV) constraints on ⇤.
Figure 5 compares our results to the best existing con-

straints on the ALP-gluon coupling. The kaon-decay and
B-lifetime constraints involve penguin decays that pro-
ceed via loops that are sensitive to the unknown UV com-
pletion of the full theory. The constraints shown in Fig. 5
are taken from Ref. [19] which assumes an O(TeV) UV
scale, though notes that these constraints have O(1) un-
certainties induced by the unknown UV physics. The
searches presented here place more robust limits—which
are also the most stringent constraints over most of the
mass ranges considered. These results demonstrate the
power of using high-intensity photon beams to search for
low-mass physics beyond the Standard Model.

VII. SUMMARY

In summary, we presented a search for axion-like par-
ticles produced in photon-proton collisions at a center-
of-mass energy of approximately 4GeV. The search used
a ! �� and a ! ⇡+⇡�⇡0 decays, and a data sample cor-

Pr
el
im
in
ar
y

Systematic uncertainties
• ALP yield:


• Signal model: mass resolution 
function and shape of the unknown 
signal


• Background model: incorporated in 
the signal search procedure with 
model index as nuisance parameter


• Normalization: 


• Acceptance  efficiency: dominated 
by acceptance 


•  and  yields: evaluated with 
different signal and background 
shapes


• Branching fractions: PDG

×

π0 η
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Those specified as a range are -dependent.ma

though these data-driven tests suggest that the uncertainties
are small. (These predictions could be improved with a better
experimental understanding of the excited !! states).
(6) !a!gg: The next-to-LO PQCD calculation of Eq. (4)

derived in Ref. [26] is adopted here.
(7) !a (total hadronic width): We take !a " !a!gg for

ma ! 1.84 GeV, while for lower masses, the sum of all
exclusive modes is used for !a. At ma ! 1.84 GeV we
find !a!gg "

P
i"exc !i.

The decay branching fractions are summarized in Fig. 3.
The unaccounted for branching fraction is also shown, and
is substantial forma ! 2 GeV. This includes decays such as
a ! AA, i.e., two axial-vector mesons, which should be
comparable to a ! VV above about 2.5 GeV, and many
decay paths that involve excited resonances, rescatterings,
etc. For example B#!c ! 6"$ " 20% so we expect ALP
decays to many-body final states to be at about the same
rate. We stress that unaccounted for decay modes should
only be important for ALP masses where !a " !a!gg;
therefore, our predictions for the total hadronic width—
and the ALP lifetime—should not be affected by unac-
counted for decays.
When evaluating the constraints on this model, we focus

on the m" < ma < 3 GeV region, where our work has the
biggest impact. Constraints where fa " 3f" are omitted,
e.g., bounds from radiative J=# decays, since we assumed
f" # fa when deriving a. Details on all calculations are
provided in the Supplemental Material [27], while in Fig. 4
and below we summarize the constraints.
(1) We recast existing limits on the a$$ vertex from LEP

[20,49] and beam-dump experiments [50–52] using our
B#a ! $$$ result and our a ! $$ calculation to relate the
a$$ interaction strength to fa. In Ref. [53], we derive new
constraints using $p ! pa#$$$ data from GLUEX [54].
(2) We derive new constraints from % ! $a#""$; !"0"0$

and !0 ! "%"$a#"%"$"0$. We are not aware of any bump
hunts here, and instead assume that the entire known
branching fractions to these final states [44] are due to

ALPs. Clearly dedicated searches would be much more
sensitive.
(3) We derive new constraints from b ! sa penguin

decays. At one loop, the aggvertex generates an axial-vector
att coupling [26] resulting in enhanced rates for B ! K#!$a
decays [55–58]. The loop contains a UV-dependent factor
[59] schematically given by "&log"2

UV=m
2
t 'O#1$(, which

we take to be unity [corresponding to anO#TeV$UV scale].
This inducesO#1$ arbitrariness on the following constraints:
(i) The published m!"" spectrum of Ref. [60] is used to

constrainB#B'!K'a$!B#a!!"%"$$ forma < 1.5 GeV,
excluding the !0 peak region.
(ii) The published mK!K spectrum of Ref. [60] is used to

constrain B#B' ! K'a$ ! B#a ! K'KS"#$ for 0.85 <
mK" < 0.95 GeV and ma < 1.8 GeV.
(iii) The known value of B#B0 ! K0%%$ [61] is used to

constrain B#B0 ! K0a$ ! B#a ! %%$ assuming the entire
decay rate is due to ALPs.
(iv) The known value of B#B' ! K'&#3"$$ is used to

constrain B#B' ! K'a$ ! B#a ! "%"$"0$ for 0.73 <
ma < 0.83 GeV, which is the 3" mass window shown in
Ref. [62], assuming the entire decay rate is due to ALPs.
(v) Since the ALPs considered here are not massive

enough to decay into charm hadrons, the observed
inclusive b ! c branching fraction [44] is used to
place an upper limit on the inclusive b ! sa rate
of B#b ! sa$ < &1 $ B#b ! c$(.
(4) Similarly, we recast existing limits on ALP $W=Z

couplings from Ref. [19] using the s ! d penguin decays
K' ! "'$$ [63] and KL ! "0$$ [64] and the same UV-
completion assumptions.
Over much of the considered mass range the constraints

on " are below a TeV. We stress that many of these
constraints would be much stronger if dedicated searches
were performed, e.g., searches for B ! K#!$a with
a ! $$; 3"; !""; KK̄"; '', etc. would be incredibly power-
ful probes of QCD-scale ALPs—and could be performed
with data already collected by LHCb.
In summary, we presented a novel data-driven method

for determining the hadronic interaction strengths of ALPs

1 2 3
7!10

6!10

5!10

4!10

3!10

2!10

1!10

1

FIG. 3. ALP decay branching fractions to all final states
considered; decay widths are given in the Supplemental
Material [27].
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FIG. 4. Constraints on the ALP-gluon coupling.
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Figure 1: ALP decay branching fractions to various final states. Figure reproduced
from Ref. [12].

blinded] and upper limits on the ALP yield at each ma. As detailed in Ref. [13], the34

expected ALP yield in a small bin of [s, t] is related to ⇤ (or fa) by35

na(s, t) ⇡
✓
f⇡
fa

◆2 
|ha⇡0i|2 n⇡0(s, t)✏(ma, s, t)

B(⇡0 ! ��)✏(m⇡, s, t)

+ |ha⌘i|2 n⌘(s, t)✏(ma, s, t)

B(⌘ ! ��)✏(m⌘, s, t)

�
B(a ! ��),

(2)

where the terms on the right-hand side of Eq. 2 are as follows:36

• f⇡ and fa are the pion and ALP decay constants;37

• ha⇡0i and ha⌘i are the ma-dependent mixing terms between the ALP and38

pseudoscalars given by Eq.(S23) in Ref. [12];39

• n⇡0(s, t) and n⌘(s, t) are the yields of the ⇡0 and ⌘ mesons in the [s, t] bin;40

• B(⇡0 ! ��) and B(⌘ ! ��) are the branching fractions of the ⇡0 and ⌘41

mesons to the �� final state, which are taken from the PDG as B(⇡0 ! ��) =42

0.98823(34) and B(⌘ ! ��) = 0.3941(20);43

• ✏ denotes the ma-dependent product of the detector acceptance and efficiency,44

which is evaluated from simulated samples of ALPs, along with the ⇡0 and ⌘45

mesons (see Sec. 5.3);46

2
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• GlueX is expected to set world-
leading limits in ALP-gluon coupling 
strengths in regions of the ALP 
phase space, using only  of 
data.


• Note: the gray constraints are taken 
from [1] which assume  UV 
scale and have  uncertainties 
due to unknown UV physics. 


• This search will also have sensitivity 
to other models, e.g. the B boson.

170 pb−1

𝒪(TeV)
𝒪(1)

expected sensitivity from this search
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Summary

• ALPs are hypothetical pseudoscalars found in many proposed extensions to the 
Standard Model; MeV-to-GeV scale ALPs have received considerable interest recently.


• We are conducting a search for ALPs in  and  channels using the GlueX Phase 
I dataset.


• The search is expected to set world-leading limits in regions of the phase space on the 
ALP-gluon coupling.


• The analysis is under collaboration review. Stay tuned!

γγ π+π−π0
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Backup
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Sensitivity projection

• Sensitivity scales as 


• The expected sensitivity from this search, using 0.17/fb of data, is consistent with (and probably a little 
bit better) than the prediction shown in the left figure, taken from [2], for 1/fb of GlueX data. 

ℒ1/4
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FIG. 3: The GlueX projection for the ALP-gluon coupling
(c� = 0, cg = 1) compared to the current bounds [31] from
LEP [15, 39] and kaon decays [14, 62–64]. In addition, a new
limit is set using the published m�� spectrum from ⇡ 1/pb of
GlueX data from Fig. 3 of Ref. [58].
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2

For ma ⇡ 2GeV, the one-loop correction is compara-
ble in size to the leading-order result, making this the
smallest mass where Eq. (4) has O(1) validity. Naively,
it is tempting to interpolate the total hadronic rate from
where a ! 3⇡ is the dominant hadronic decay to where
the pQCD result is valid; however, even though such an
interpolation only covers a factor of 4 in ma, numerically

�a!gg(ma = 2GeV)

�a!3⇡(ma = 0.5GeV)
⇡ O(105) ! (5)

Clearly a deeper understanding of the hadronic interac-
tions of QCD-scale ALPs is required —which is our pri-
mary focus.

By performing a chiral transformation of the light-
quark fields [29–31], we replace the agg vertex by ALP-
quark axial-current couplings, which we subsequently
match to the chiral Lagrangian. This leads to ALP-⇡0 ki-
netic mixing and ALP-⌘(0) kinetic and mass mixing mak-
ing it possible to assign the ALP a U(3) representation
at low masses. We assign all ALPs up to ⇡ 3GeV the
U(3) representation1

f⇡
fa

a =
f⇡
fa

↵̃s(ma)
p
6

diag{Cu, Cd, Cs}, (6)

where Cq are ma-dependent dimensionless constants,
fa ⌘ �⇤/32⇡2cg is the ALP decay constant, and

↵̃s(ma) ⌘

(
1 for ma  1GeV

↵s(ma) for ma > 1GeV
(7)

accounts for ↵s running which weakens ALP-gluon inter-
actions at higher masses.2 N.b., we factored out f⇡/fa
to make this dependence explicit, and follow the normal-
ization convention

hPP i ⌘ 2Tr[PP ] = 1 , (8)

for the pseudoscalar U(3) generators ⇡0, ⌘, and ⌘0.
For ma . 1GeV, we derive the ALP-P mixings, for

P = ⇡0, ⌘, ⌘0, using the LO chiral Lagrangian by extend-
ing previous works, e.g. Ref. [26], to three flavors and
to higher order in �I . The full calculations are in the
Supplemental Material. Here, we provide simplified ex-
pressions to LO in �I and taking ms � md ⇡ 2mu. The
ALP-P kinetic and mass mixing cause the P fields to
pick up small admixtures of the physical ALP state and
vice versa:

P ⇡ Pphy +
f⇡
fa

haP i aphy , (9)

a ⇡ aphy �
f⇡
fa

X

P

haP iPphy .

1 Close to 3GeV mixing with the ⌘c charmonium state should be
considered. We leave this for future studies.

2 To obtain smooth results, we take ↵s(1GeV) = 1, then interpo-
late to the known value for ma > 1.5GeV.

1 2 3
1−10

1

10

210

p
s [ GeV ]

(A
L
P
U
(3
)
el
em

en
ts
)
⇥

h
p
6

↵̃
s(
m

a
)
f a f ⇡

i

U(3) symmetry ! Cu,d,s = 1

|Cs|

|Cu + Cd|/2

|Cu � Cd|/2

m⇡0 m⌘ m⌘0

FIG. 1: ALP U(3) representation. Since isospin-violating de-
cays are small above m⌘0 , where the isospin-violating compo-
nent is highly uncertain, we ignore such decays for ma > m⌘0 .

Therefore, the ALP U(3) matrix is

a = ha⇡0
i⇡0+ha⌘i⌘+ha⌘0

i⌘0 for ma . 1GeV, (10)

where the ALP-P mixing factors are

ha⇡0
i ⇡ N⇡0

�Im2
a

m2
a �m2

⇡

, ha⌘i ⇡ N⌘


m2

a �m2
⇡0/2

m2
a �m2

⌘

�
,

ha⌘0
i ⇡N⌘0

"
m2

a � 2m2
⇡0

m2
a �m2

⌘0

#
, (11)

and N⇡0,⌘,⌘0 = 1
2 ,

1p
6
, 1
2
p
3
are the P normalization fac-

tors. At high masses, the U(3) symmetry is expected to
be restored; thus the ALP U(3) representation should be

Cu ⇡ Cd ⇡ Cs ⇡ 1 for ma�⇤QCD. (12)

The Cq values obtained from Eq. (11) are close to unity
near 1GeV; therefore, we interpolate between the low-
mass and high-mass regions by setting each Cq element
to unity once it intersects unity above m⌘0 (see Fig. 1).
When ma is in the non-perturbative regime of QCD,

this U(3)-based representation is the most natural one,
and can be used to calculate the production and decay
rates of ALPs. Before moving onto such calculations, we
stress that for 0.5 . ma . 2GeV there are O(1) uncer-
tainties on a. Many LO �PT predictions require O(1)
corrections even for ⌘ decays (see, e.g., Ref. [32]). Fur-
thermore, while parton-hadron duality is roughly valid
above 1GeV for vector currents [33], not enough is known
about ⌘⇤ states to assert that this holds to better than
O(1) for ALPs. While the precision of a could be im-
proved, adding direct quark couplings to the ALP model
also induces O(1) changes in a. Therefore, a more natu-
ral approach is to adopt Cu, Cd, and Cs as e↵ective ALP
parameters, with the goal of experimentally exploring all
O(1) deviations from the pure ALP-gluon model.
The interactions of pseudoscalar mesons are well de-

scribed at low energies by the hidden local symmetries

2

which induces ALP–P interactions. Therefore, the ALP can be represented by the U(3) matrix

a = ha⇡0
i⇡0 + ha⌘i⌘ + ha⌘0

i⌘0, (S9)

where to leading order in isospin breaking (note that we consider this limit everywhere except for a ! 3⇡)

haP i ⌘ 2Tr[aP ] = h(a, P,ma)
���
�I!0

⇡
M2

aP +m2
aKaP

m2
a �m2

P

(S10)

and the U(3) pseudoscalar meson generators are

⇡0 =
1

2
diag{1,�1, 0} , ⌘ =

1
p
6
diag{1, 1,�1} , ⌘0 =

1

2
p
3
diag{1, 1, 2} , (S11)

using sin ✓⌘⌘0 ⇡ �1/3 and cos ✓⌘⌘0 ⇡ 2
p
2/3. We note that these mixing-angle values, which are inconsistent with

more recent high-precision studies (though accurate enough for our purposes), were chosen as they lead to greatly
simplified expressions in the following section.

B. ALP couplings to hadrons and its low-mass U(3) representation

In this section, we determine the various mixing factors. Following Refs. [15, 26, 29], we start with Eq. (S1) and
consider only u, d, s quarks and define

m = diag{mu,md,ms} and Q =
1

3
diag{2,�1,�1} . (S12)

We now preform the following chiral rotation to the quark fields, which ensures that the agg vertex vanishes:

q ! exp [i(a/fa)q�5] q (S13)

where fa is the ALP decay constant. In order to avoid mass mixing between the ALP and non-singlet U(3) pseudoscalar
states, namely ⇡0 and ⌘8, we choose

 =
m�1

hm�1i
. (S14)

The rotation of Eq. (S13) leads to

Le↵,a =q̄
⇥
i /D � m̂q(a)
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fa
(@µa)q̄�µ�5q , (S15)

with

m̂q(a) = exp [i(a/fa)q�5]mq exp [i(a/fa)q�5] ,

ĉ� =16⇡↵EM (c� � 2NchQQicg) , (S16)

ĉq =
cq

64⇡2cg
,

where Nc = 3 is the number of colors.
Next, following Ref. [29], we match Eq. (S15) to the Chiral Lagrangian which gives
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aFµ⌫ F̃µ⌫ + LVMD , (S17)

where B0 = m2
⇡0/(mu +md), f⇡ ⇡ 93MeV, m2

0 is a hard breaking term due to the anomalous U(1) symmetry which
fixes the ⌘ � ⌘0 mixing angle ✓⌘⌘0 , ⌘0 is the U(1) Goldstone boson before this rotation, and we replace m̂q(a) by its
eigenvalue m̂ = exp [i(a/fa)q]mq exp [i(a/fa)q]. We take the VMD term from Ref. [34] using

⌃ = exp (i2P /f⇡) , Dµ⌃ = @µ⌃+ ieAµ[Q,⌃] , (S18)
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where the pseudoscalar and vector meson U(3) matrices are
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The relevant VMD Lagrangian is then [34]

LVMD =
gV V P

4
hPV µ⌫Ṽµ⌫i � ighV µ(P @µP � @µPP )i �m2

V

✓
e

g

◆
hVµQiAµ , (S20)

with gV V P = 3g2/(8⇡2f⇡) and g ⇡
p
12⇡. Due to a–P mixing, the first term in Eq. (S20) induces an aV V vertex,

the second term an aV P vertex, while the right-most term is the source of photon–vector-meson mixing.
The model considered in the Letter has cg 6= 0, and cq = c� = 0. Considering the Lagrangian of Eq. (S17)—at low

masses, where this Lagrangian is valid—we obtain
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for the mass-mixing terms, where in the last step we take ms � md ⇡ 2mu , and
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for the kinetic-mixing terms. Therefore, the low-mass ALP U(3) representation is given by Eq. (S9) with
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which gives the following values for the Cq terms:
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2
p
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m2
a �m2
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+ 2
m2
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⇡0

m2
a �m2

⌘0
.

We note that at the limit of ma � m⌘0 these results give Cs ! 0; however, the above equations are only valid for
ma . 1GeV.

II. ALP DECAYS

The decay rates and branching fractions are summarized in Fig. S1. In this section, we provide the detailed
calculations used to obtain these results.

The low-mass ALP U(3) representation is given by [1811.03474]: 
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Event selection
• Event selection follows a sensitivity-based strategy:


• Starting from the analysis trees with some loose selection as the “baseline”

• For each selection variable under consideration, compute the expected sensitivity for a set of 

possible cut values

• Choose the cut value for each variable based on the expected sensitivity and selection efficiency 

on  and π0 η

24

Example above: kinematic fit confidence level cut for  channel and  is chosenγγ 2 × 10−2
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Event selection

25

Variable Name Baseline Selection Optimized Selection
Beam energy (8, 9) GeV –
Mandelstam �t (0.1, 1) GeV2 –
Missing mass squared (-0.05, 0.05) GeV2 –
vertex z position (50, 80) cm –
vertex radial position < 1 cm –
proton momentum > 0.35 GeV –
FCAL shower radial position (25, 100) cm –
BCAL shower z position (150, 380) cm –
Number of unused tracks 0 –
Unused energy < 0.1 GeV –
dist(x4(�1), x4(�2)) > 0 cm > 12 cm
photon energy (0.1, 10) GeV (0.5, 10) GeV
Kinematic fit confidence level > 10�7 > 0.02

Table 3: Summary of selection cuts. “–” in the optimal selection column indicates
that there is no change from the baseline values.
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Figure 2: The (left) ALP sensitivity and (right) efficiency for the ⇡
0 and ⌘ mesons

for various kinematic fit cuts.
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Variable Name Baseline Selection Optimized Selection
Beam energy (8, 9) GeV –
Mandelstam �t (0.1, 1) GeV2 –
Missing mass squared (-0.05, 0.05) GeV2 –
vertex z position (50, 80) cm –
vertex radial position < 1 cm –
proton momentum > 0.35 GeV –
FCAL shower radial position (25, 100) cm –
BCAL shower z position (150, 380) cm –
Number of unused tracks 0 –
Unused energy < 0.1 GeV –
photon energy (0.1, 10) GeV –
dist(x4(�1), x4(�2)) > 0 cm > 12 cm
m(⇡0) (measured quantities) (100, 170) MeV (110, 155) MeV
Kinematic fit confidence level > 10�7 > 10�3

Table 4: Summary of selection cuts for ⇡+
⇡
�
⇡
0 channel.

3.2.1 Plugin requirements179

We use trees produced by the standard ReactionFilter plugin in the official GlueX180

analysis launches described in Sec. 2. Therefore, we adopt all the default selection181

criteria in the ReactionFilter plugin library that produce tree_pi0pippim__B4182

trees. A summary of the analysis cuts in ReactionFilter plugin is given in Table 2.183

3.2.2 Sensitivity-based selection184

For the ⇡
+
⇡
�
⇡
0 channel, we choose the set of baseline selection cuts summarized in185

the middle column of Table 4. Note that the same kinematic fiducial cuts are applied186

in the ⇡
+
⇡
�
⇡
0 and �� channels. Here, we also summarize the list of analysis selection187

cuts at the DSelector level in the right column of Table 4.188

Kinematic fit cut189

Figure 10 shows that, unlike the �� channel, there is not much to gain by cutting190

hard on the kinematic fit confidence level. Therefore, a cut of kinematic fit confidence191

level at 10�3 is chosen, and the baseline selection is updated to use this value when192

optimizing the remaining selection criteria.193

12

 channelγγ  channelπ+π−π0

• The fiducial region defined by the selection is designed to minimize the dependence of reconstruction 
efficiency on mass and .


• All selection cuts are fairly standard and are not expected to “sculpture" peaks.
t
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Monte Carlo simulation
• MCs are used to obtain both the mass resolution function and the mass-dependent acceptance × 

efficiency ratios.


• Monte Carlo samples:


• -channel event generator (genr8) + effects from other beam photons (random triggers); 

• followed by collaboration common tools for Geant4-based detector simulation (hdgeant4), 

detector response simulation (mcsmear) and reconstruction

• followed by the same analysis workflow


• MC datasets of ALPs with different masses  are generated over the search regions. 

t

ma

26
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Acceptance  efficiency×
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Signal search
• The signal search, i.e., bump hunt, will follow the strategy outlined by 

Williams [5] and done in LHCb dark photon searches [6, 7] and general 
dimuon resonance searches [8] and others [9, 10].


• The strategy rewards goodness of fit while punishing model complexity 
by adding a penalty term to the likelihood.


• Confidence Interval (CI) of the signal estimator is obtained from a profile 
of the penalized likelihood, where the model index  is treated as a 
discrete nuisance parameter.


• The total background model contains a nominal background model (to 
account for gross features such as the  and  peaks) and Legendre 
polynomials up to a certain order (to allow “wiggles” locally to account 
for missing complexity in the nominal background model).


• The procedure is validated using an ensemble generated from the 
background-only fit model to the data.


• The search is currently blinded (hence the cut-off at +2 on the figures).

m

π0 η
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